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What is the probability that a random triangle will be acute or obtuse? 

 

Professor Gilbert Strang (www-math.mit.edu/~gs/) lectured at BYU 
about calculating the probability of random triangles being acute or 
random (www-math.mit.edu/~gs/videos/index.html). He ruled out starting 
with a given line (diameter AB) because the probability of getting an 
acute triangle approached zero.  
If point C is in the yellow area, |x| < 1 and x²+y²>1, the triangle is acute; 
If point C is in the blue, |x| > 1 or x²+y²>1, the triangle is obtuse;  
If point C is exactly on a black line, |x| = 1 or x²+y²=1, the triangle is right. 
Obviously this method is faulty, because with this diagram, we can see 
that 99.99…% of all random triangles are obtuse due to an infinite plane. 

Start with the Longest Line 
What if we start with the longest line, then look at third points that make random triangles within a manageable set of 
points. This works, but we get a different set of probabilities than he got with his other demonstrated methods. 

Here is how to set up the initial diagram, which you can see over to the right    
1. Draw a line from (-1,0) to (1,0) 
2. Draw a circle at (0,0) with a radius of 1 
3. Draw a circle at (-1,0) with a radius of 2 
4. Draw a circle at (1,0) with a radius of 2 
5. Now, we only need to look at the intersection of the circles, which is to the 

left, below.  

 

6. Two points of our triangle are A and B, the ends of the circle’s equator (diameter).  
7. As long as Y ≠ 0, point C can be anywhere inside or on the edge of this diagram: 

a. Inside blue area or on outside arcs: Acute triangle, all three angles < 90⁰. 
b. Exactly on the circle: Right triangle, one angle = 90⁰. 
c. Inside yellow area: Obtuse triangle, one angle > 90⁰. 

8. We might also note that if point C is exactly on: 
a. an outside arc: Isosceles triangle, two sides are each two units long. 
b. the top/bottom point: Equilateral triangle, all three sides are two units long. 
c. the Y-axis: Isosceles triangle, two equal sides both shorter than two units. 

What is the probability that a random triangle will be acute or obtuse? 

Look at the intersection diagram again, and reread point (8)(b). The intersecting 
area includes two equilateral triangles. This means that the shaded orange area is 
equal to exactly one-third of the area of the left-side circle. The area of the circle is 
equal to pi times the radius squared. The radius is 2, so: 

Area of Circle = 4 pi                      Area of orange segment = 4/3 pi 

 

 

Next, we want to calculate the area of the triangle that is shown in blue at left: 

Looking sideways, this triangle’s height is one unit. Algebra/Geometry lets us figure 
out that the length of the base is 2 √ 3 because half that triangle is a right triangle 
with a height of 1 unit and a hypotenuse of 2 units.  1² + (√3)² = 2² 

Area of Triangle = ½ base height = (½) (2√3) (1) = √3 

To get the area of the yellow section, subtract the area of the blue triangle from the shaded orange area’s area. 

Area of Yellow Segment  =  4/3 π  -  √3 
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What is the area of the entire intersection? 

Just multiply the Yellow area’s area times two. 

  The area of the Intersection of these two circles is: 

  2 ( 4π/3 - √ 3 ) = 8π/3 – 2 √ 3 = 4.91347879444 

(I’ve changed 4/3 π to 4π/3 to be sure that we don’t divide by π.) 

What is the area of the yellow circle (our obtuse random triangles) and the area of the blue 
segments (our acute random triangles)? 

Area of Orange intersection: 8/3 π – 2 √3 = 4.91347879444 (all triangles area) 
Area of Yellow Circle = π r² = π = 3.14159265359 (obtuse triangles area) 
Blue Area = Total - Circle Area = (8/3 π – 2 √3) - π = 1.77188614085 (acute triangles area) 

What is the probability of an acute triangle? 36. 0617439289% 
What is the probability of an obtuse triangle? 63. 9382560711% 
(I divided each color’s area by the orange area.) 

We can verify these probabilities with Brute Force 

I actually got the brute force answers first. I wrote a program to create one version of the diagram, one pixel at a time. 

CONST pi = 3.14159265358979# 

SCREEN 12                       'Graphic Screen, 30 lines by 80 characters 

WIDTH 80, 60                    'change from 30 to 60 lines 

LINE (0, 0)-(639, 479), 15, BF  'White graphic screen 

c = 2                           'c = length of base, NOT used in our program 
c2 = 4                          'c2 = square of the length of the base 

DIM tri(-1 TO 1)         'this array counts how many of each triangle is found 

mul = 135                'larger MUL values cause more triangles to be tested 

stp = 1 / mul            'STEP value for the FOR loops, based on MUL 

ww = mul                   'WW value keeps image from going off the screen 

IF ww > 135 THEN ww = 135  'any bigger that 135, you lose top/bottom of image 

FOR x = -1 TO 1 STEP stp              'try every possible x value by steps 

  FOR y = -SQR(3) TO SQR(3) STEP stp  'try every possible y value by steps 

    a2 = (x + 1) ^ 2 + y ^ 2          'calculate (length of line a) squared 

    b2 = (x - 1) ^ 2 + y ^ 2          'calculate (length of line b) squared 

    IF c2 >= a2 AND c2 >= b2 THEN 'if c2 is greater than or equal to other 

                                  'two triangle sides, THEN 

      d = SGN(a2 + b2 - c2)         'D = Is triangle obtuse, right or acute 

      tri(d) = tri(d) + 1           'count obtuse, right, acute 

      x1 = INT(136 + x * ww + .5) 'calculate screen coordinates (X1,Y1) 

      y1 = INT(236 + y * ww + .5) 'where pixel will be displayed 

                                  'if point not yet plotted, plot it 

                                  'and remember that it was plotted 

      IF x2 - x1 OR y2 - y1 THEN PSET (x1, y1), 8 + d: x2 = x1: y2 = y1 

    END IF 

  NEXT    'Do the above FOR every X and every Y value by steps 

NEXT 

LINE (136 - mul, 236)-(136 + mul, 236), 0  'draw base line of triangle 

sum = tri(-1) + tri(0) + tri(1)            'sum of all triangles found 

                                           'Display all results 

LOCATE 1, 40: PRINT tri(-1); 100 * tri(-1) / sum    'obtuse triangles 

LOCATE 2, 40: PRINT tri(0); 100 * tri(0) / sum      'right triangles 

LOCATE 3, 40: PRINT tri(1); 100 * tri(1) / sum      'acute triangles 

LOCATE 5, 40: PRINT sum                             'all triangles found 
 

If you run this program with higher and higher values for MUL, the answer will approach our calculated probabilities, 
closer and closer. 

MUL    # Obtuse     # Acute  Prob Obt  Prob Acu 

 100      31,408      17,719  63.9323%  36.0677% 

 200     125,658      70,865  63.9406%  36.0594% 

 300     282,735     159,451  63.9403%  36.0597% 

 400     502,633     283,485  63.9386%  36.0614% 

 500     785,366     443,011  63.9353%  36.0647% 

 MUL    # Obtuse     # Acute  Prob Obt  Prob Acu 

 600   1,130,962     637,843  63.9393%  36.0607% 

 700   1,539,404     868,202  63.9392%  36.0608% 

 800   2,010,548   1,133,986  63.9379%  36.0621% 

 900   2,544,685   1,435,220  63.9383%  36.0617% 

1000   3,141,638   1,771,852  63.9390%  36.0610% 

 MUL    # Obtuse     # Acute  Prob Obt  Prob Acu 

1100   3,801,321   2,143,958  63.9385%  36.0615% 

1200   4,523,866   2,551,374  63.9394%  36.0606% 

1300   5,309,159   2,994,389  63.9384%  36.0616% 

1400   6,157,426   3,472,776  63.9387%  36.0613% 

1500   7,068,398   3,986,864  63.9370%  36.0630% 

 
We must have found the right method of calculating the areas of our figure if brute force and calculations are 
approximately equal. 
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Other methods give different probabilities. Why? 

Obtuse: 75% or 72.55% or 72.01% or 63.94% or ???? 
Acute:    25% or 27.45% or 27.99% or 36.06% or ???? 

In his BYU lecture, Professor Strang used Geometry that I don’t yet understand to show that the probabilities were 75% 
obtuse and 25% acute. He also said that one of his associates using some calculus on the formulas got the same result. 

I used brute force to randomly generate three random points for fifty million triangles inside a square plane and got 
72.55063% obtuse and 27.44937% acute. It occurred to me that limiting my points to a circular plane might give 
different results, so I ran fifty million triangles on the circular plane, and got 72.008694% and 27.991306%.  

And as this paper explains, this longest line first method gives us probabilities closer to two-thirds and one-third. 

I don’t know if anyone knows why each method gives different numbers. The difference between square plane and 
circular plane can probably be explained by avoiding the corners of the square. The bigger difference with the longest 
line first method might be explained because there are not as many choices for the third point after the first two points 
have been chosen. 

What is the probability of getting a right triangle? 

At first, I had trouble agreeing with Professor Strang when he said that the probability getting a right triangle is zero, 
when I knew it was greater than zero. There are an infinite number of right triangles. In fact, you could say that there are 
an infinite number of sets of right triangles, each of which have an infinite number of right triangles inside them. 
However, there are many more orders of magnitude of triangles that are acute or obtuse. Here is one way to show that 
the probability of getting a right triangle at random is vanishingly close to zero. 

Let’s say that the circumference of the circle is equal to the number of right triangles possible 

This means that the area of the orange intersection is equal to the number of all triangles possible 

Since I’ve already calculated the area using a circle with radius one, I will illustrate the vanishing probability with a scale 
of tenths, hundredths, and smaller divisions of an inch. 

The number of right triangles would be 2π * scale.  The number of all triangles would be (8/3 π – 2 √3) * scale² 

1/Scale          Right                All    Probability 

1/1              6.283               4.91   1.2787651214 

1/2             12.566              19.65   0.6393825607 

1/4             25.133              78.62   0.3196912804 

1/8             50.265             314.46   0.1598456402 

1/16           100.531            1257.85   0.0799228201 

1/32           201.062            5031.40   0.0399614100 

1/64           402.124           20125.61   0.0199807050 

1/128          804.248           80502.44   0.0099903525 

1/256         1608.495          322009.75   0.0049951763 

1/512         3216.991         1288038.99   0.0024975881 

1/Scale          Right                All    Probability 

1/1024        6433.982         5152155.94   0.0012487941 

1/2048       12867.964        20608623.76   0.0006243970 

1/4096       25735.927        82434495.05   0.0003121985 

1/8192       51471.854       329737980.18   0.0001560993 

1/16384     102943.708      1318951920.73   0.0000780496 

1/32768     205887.416      5275807682.91   0.0000390248 

1/65536     411774.832     21103230731.64   0.0000195124 

1/131072    823549.665     84412922926.56   0.0000097562 

1/262144   1647099.329    337651691706.26   0.0000048781 

1/524288   3294198.658   1350606766825.03   0.0000024391 

 

What do you think is the limit, as scale approaches infinity, of f(s) = ( 2π * scale ) / ( (8π/3 – 2 √3) * scale² ) 

By this not very mathematically valid method, I get a limit of: π ÷ ((4π/3 - √3) ∞) ≈ 1.278765 ÷ ∞ ≈ zero 

Right triangles (linear measure, circle circumference) divided by All Triangles (area measure). f(s) will get closer to zero 
as the number of divisions per unit increases, so, even though I had trouble agreeing with Professor Strang’s zero 
probability before, I have no trouble seeing that it is truly zero (approximately 1/∞) now. I can’t imagine any random 
number generator generating a right triangle with any of the methods that he discussed in his BYU presentation. 

Conclusion 
If someone reading this document would be interested in a creative partnership with an old (63) dos-based programmer with old-style 
programming and web skills, who hates the mundanity of site maintenance, send your proposal to: Creative Partnership Proposal 
Ideas, P O Box 584-M, Manning SC 29102-0584. I would love to turn over all my past projects to a creative partner, then use my time 
to create new materials with PHP, ASP, BASIC, HTML, etc.; while my partner would run the site, decide advertising, etc. (I have all the 
old files including the original ASP source code for the mazes. Please, no phone calls.  

If this document taught you something, please PayPal your thanks to John (at) Mazes.com 
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